
SOLUTIONS
A Nightmare World

1 in an existing country > in an imagined country (Oceania); 
controlled with > controlled by

2 you’re > your; always wrong > always right OR always wrong > 
never wrong

3 However > Although; Ministry of Love > Ministry of Truth
4 oppose > opposes; politically acceptable > politically wrong
5 people which > people who; imprisoned > killed
6 writen > written; 1920s > 1940s

Orwell’s Words
The task in the article:

1 newspeak
2 doublethink

3 memory hole
4 Big Brother

1 talk
2 to believe

3 has said, delete
4 refers, are kept

The Ending of the Book
1 voice
2 shouting
3 work
4 glass
5 longer
6 forgiven
7 everything

8 sunlight
9 face

10 smile
11 misunderstanding
12 nose
13 finished
14 loved

1F, 2C, 3B, 4G, 5A, 6E, 7D

Sample answer: Winston gets brainwashed into loving Big 
Brother. His personality is broken and he becomes a completely 
obedient citizen.

The Ending of the Movie
Sample answer:
In both the book and movie, Winston is drinking in a bar, but in 
the movie he is talking to a woman, maybe Julia. They both look 
very strange and unhappy. Winston is playing chess and talking 
about the war. He is worried about the news, which shows that he 
believes what he is being told. When the news says that Oceania 
is winning, he seems pleased and relieved. He writes “2+2=” on 
the table but doesn’t know the answer because he cannot think 
for himself any more. One of the biggest differences is that we 
see his confession in the movie. He confesses to a lot of things he 
did not do. Another difference is that in the book, we know what 
Winston is thinking. In the movie, we have to guess. The book 
says he is “blissful”, but he looks very unhappy in the movie.  
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